MENSA, a Media Enriched with Newly Synthesized Antibodies, to Identify SARS-CoV-2 Persistence and Latent Viral Reactivation in Long-COVID.
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ABSTRACT

Post-acute sequelae of SARS-CoV-2 (SARS2) infection (PASC) is a heterogeneous condition, but the main viral drivers are unknown. Here, we use MENSA, Media Enriched with Newly Synthesized Antibodies, secreted exclusively from circulating human plasmablasts, to provide an immune snapshot that defines the underlying viral triggers. We provide proof-of-concept testing that the MENSA technology can capture the new host immune response to accurately diagnose acute primary and breakthrough infections when known SARS2 virus or proteins are present. It is also positive after vaccination when spike proteins elicit an acute immune response. Applying the same principles for long-COVID patients, MENSA is positive for SARS2 in 40% of PASC vs none of the COVID recovered (CR) patients without any sequelae demonstrating ongoing SARS2 viral inflammation only in PASC. Additionally, in PASC patients, MENSAs are also positive for Epstein-Barr Virus (EBV) in 37%, Human Cytomegalovirus (CMV) in 23%, and herpes simplex virus 2 (HSV2) in 15% compared to 17%, 4%, and 4% in CR controls respectively. Combined, a total of 60% of PASC patients have a positive MENSA for SARS2, EBV, CMV, and/or HSV2. MENSA offers a unique antibody snapshot to reveal the underlying viral drivers in long-COVID thus demonstrating the persistence of SARS2 and reactivation of viral herpes in 60% of PASC patients.
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INTRODUCTION

In December 2019, the world was changed when the SARS-CoV-2 (SARS2) virus was identified in Wuhan, China and rapidly spread throughout the world. The first U.S. case was identified in January 2020, and by March 2020 the World Health Organization (WHO) had officially declared COVID-19 to be a global pandemic. By the end of 2020, there had been a total of 79 million reported cases and over 1.7 million deaths globally. Vaccines and antiviral therapies allowed us to combat this new global threat and emerge from this devastating pandemic. However, after many in the US received the primary mRNA vaccines, a new Delta virus surged, followed by the Omicron (B.1.1.529) variant by the end of 2021, which had increased transmissibility.

In addition to new viral variant infections, some patients suffered from sequelae after the initial acute infection. Long-COVID or post-acute sequelae of SARS-CoV-2 infection (PASC) is a condition described as ongoing, relapsing, or new symptoms present after the acute phase of the infection. Incidence of PASC was notable in approximately 10% of patients after acute infection. Definitions by the CDC used symptoms > 30 days after acute infection whereas the WHO described continuation or development of new symptoms 3 months after the initial SARS2 infection, with symptoms lasting for at least 2 months with no other explanation. The diversity of symptoms and differences in plasma proteomics between inflammatory and quiescent PASC subsets attest to the heterogeneity of long-COVID. Additionally, many multiomic studies have identified metabolic and inflammatory derangements such as decreased cortisol or serotonin levels, complement dysregulation, and alternations of cytotoxic T cell, atypical B cell, or neutrophil signatures in PASC patients compared to adults who recovered from SARS2 without sequelae. Some studies suggest that these inflammatory changes may be triggered by viral persistence of SARS2 and/or reactivation of latent EBV. Interestingly, these studies used viral PCR testing which is known to be less sensitive in the blood or requires ultrasensitive spike antigen tests. Another study showed higher serum levels of EBV antibodies in PASC patients (47%) compared to healthy adults (28%) but there was significant overlap between the two groups due to serum antibodies in response to a previous infection, confounding the observation of new or ongoing immune responses.

In this study, we use a novel diagnostic platform whereby we capture antibodies secreted from plasmablasts or newly-minted antibody secreted cells (ASC). This method can identify new or repeat infections despite elevated serum antibodies since these ASC appear in circulation shortly after infection or vaccination, then rapidly disappear from the blood. By capturing antibodies from these special ASC in a new matrix called Media Enriched with Newly Synthesized Antibodies (MENSA), we provide a signature response from only the new illness. MENSA antibodies often appear prior to seroconversion and differ from serum antibodies, which confound results with the patient's entire historical microbial record. In prior studies, we have successfully used MENSA to diagnose acute Lyme disease, Clostridioides difficile, Streptococcus pneumoniae, and deep bone/tissue infections with Staphylococcus aureus. In all, the novel MENSA assay can successfully diagnose repeat bacterial and viral infections from a single blood sample even when serum antibody titers are extremely high, showing the assay's exceptional ability to resolve complexity of antibody signals.

Here, we provide proof-of-concept testing that the MENSA technology can capture the new host immune response to accurately diagnose acute primary and breakthrough infections when known SARS2 virus or proteins are present. It is also positive after vaccination when spike proteins elicit an acute immune response. Applying the same principles for long-COVID patients, we use MENSA to identify SARS2, EBV, CMV, and/or HSV2 as the underlying viral drivers in 60% of PASC patients. With a single blood sample, this novel diagnostic assay shows persistence of SARS2 and/or reactivation of latent herpes viruses in long-COVID patients.
RESULTS

**Patient enrollment:** For the purpose of measuring serum and MENSA responses against SARS2 during infection and after vaccination, we enrolled a total of 241 adults between 2020 and 2024 at Emory University in Atlanta, GA and collected blood to generate the MENSA matrix and serum samples (Table 1). During the first year of the pandemic in 2020, we enrolled 110 adults with PCR-positive nasopharyngeal swabs (NPS) during their primary SARS2 infection. Fifty-four adults were outpatients with mild/moderate (M/M) disease as defined by the NIH criteria, and 56 adults had severe/critical (S/C) illness in the Intensive Care Units. From the 54 M/M adults, we collected 59 blood samples: 16 during acute infection (within 30 days post-symptom onset (DPSO)) and 43 during convalescence (60 DPSO). Five patients provided both acute and convalescent samples. Of the 56 S/C patients, we had 60 samples: 40 provided acute illness time points and 20 at convalescence. Four patients provided samples at both time points. These patients will be referred to as the primary SARS2 infection population. We also enrolled 60 healthy adults who had no known exposure to SARS2 and provided blood samples during the initial lockdown period, between March and June 2020. This group is referred to as the healthy controls without prior SARS2 exposure.

Serum and MENSA samples were collected from 11 vaccinated subjects who had no SARS2 infection prior to their primary two-dose mRNA vaccine series (Pfizer n=5, Moderna n=6). We also enrolled 3 adults with Omicron breakthrough infections from December 2021-June 2022. Finally, we enrolled 61 PASC patients from the Emory Long-COVID clinic from January 2021 to February 2024 and compared against 25 COVID recovered patients without any sequelae (CR). Of note, some of the same subjects were enrolled in different groups. For example, some of the healthy controls were later vaccinated and/or tested positive for breakthrough infections in the 4 years of the study; some patients after acute primary and/or breakthrough COVID infections without any sequelae were also included in the CR groups.

**SARS2 RBD and N antigen selection.** SARS2 antigens were selected for measuring responses to SARS2 infection and vaccination. Fluorescent bead assays were used as previously described for the SARS2 antigens with spike S1, S1 receptor binding domain (RBD), S1 N-terminal domain (NTD), S2, nucleocapsid (N), and ORF-3a. We measured the acute IgG antibody responses against all six antigens in 56 adults with primary acute SARS2 infection between 6-28 DPSO and compared them against 60 healthy control adults with no known SARS2 exposure. MENSA and serum antibody reactivity was significantly higher in the infected groups than in the healthy control group for each of the six antigens (Supplementary figure 1). Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves yielded Area Under the Curve (AUC) values of ≥0.89 for the four spike-associated proteins, with MENSA anti-RBD demonstrating the highest value, AUC=1.0 (Supplementary figure 2). To distinguish natural infection responses from vaccination responses, we examined the diagnostic potential of two non-spike proteins, N and ORF3a. N yielded much higher signals in the infected groups and a slightly higher AUC value than ORF3a. Therefore, we focus on anti-RBD and anti-N IgG for all subsequent analyses.

**Primary SARS2 infection responses in MENSA and serum.** Primary infected patients were further divided based on the severity of their acute infections. During the acute stage of primary SARS2 infection, we observe a rise in both MENSA and serum anti-RBD IgG for M/M (69%, 88%) and S/C (95%, 95%) patients (Fig. 1A,B). We see a similar rise in MENSA and serum anti-N IgG for M/M (69%, 88%) and S/C (80%, 95%) patients as well (Fig. 1C,D). During convalescence (60-360 DPSO, 2-12 months after), MENSA levels drop significantly while serum levels rise quickly and remain elevated for months to years especially for anti-RBD IgG (Fig. 1). The MENSA levels from S/C were higher than in M/M patients during the acute infection because of higher frequencies of circulating early-minted ASC as previously shown by flow
cytometry. Additionally, for S/C compared to MM patients, serum levels rise higher during the acute illness and remain elevated during convalescence, suggesting more ASC survived in other tissues such as the spleen, bone marrow, or mucosal sites. During convalescence, 87% of MENSAs become negative, but are overall slightly higher than pre-pandemic levels. In all, MENSAs rise during acute infection and then rapidly falls to negative whereas serum titers rise and remain elevated.

Determining $C_0$ thresholds for positivity. Since the convalescent baseline MENSA negative values could be slightly higher than in pre-pandemic controls, we identify a subset of the convalescent patients from Fig. 1 as COVID Recovered (CR) who had fully recovered with no sequelae (N=19). CR MENSA samples were used as controls to calculate the MENSA $C_0$ using the average Net MFI plus 3 standard deviations. In contrast to MENSA, serum levels rise and remain high indefinitely in both CR and PASC patients; therefore, the serum $C_0$ values are calculated using the average Net MFI plus 5 standard deviations of the 60 healthy controls prior to SARS2 exposure. These calculated Net MFI $C_0$ values for MENSA (RBD: 570; N: 441) and serum (RBD: 1724; N: 682) are used to distinguish positive and negative samples in Figures 1-3, 5, and Supplementary figures 3, 4.

MENA and serum from primary and booster mRNA vaccination. Similar to observations in primary acute SARS2 infections, adults receiving the COVID-19 vaccination, with no known prior exposure, have positive MENSA IgG for SARS2 but only to RBD and not specific to N since only spike proteins are engineered in the mRNA vaccines (Fig. 2). This rise in MENSA IgG to RBD 1-2 weeks after the first dose further increases to a higher peak after the second dose. MENSA anti-RBD antibodies decline to negative levels prior to the third vaccine dose and then increase again within a week after the third booster (Fig. 2A). Serum anti-RBD antibody levels increase after dose one and remain elevated throughout months to years (Fig. 2B). Similar to serum titers, MENSA antibody levels to N are also negative providing accurate responses to only the known proteins in the vaccines (Fig. 2C, D).

Longitudinal time-course of MENSA and serum after SARS2 infection and vaccination. Patients were recruited during the primary SARS2 infection or prior to the primary mRNA vaccine series. Serial blood samples were collected for MENSA and serum at the first and each subsequent SARS2 exposure events (infection and vaccination) to characterize the kinetics of the immune response during repeated exposure. In Fig. 3, we follow a 30-year-old Caucasian male subject from his initial mild SARS2 infection in 2020, before and after three doses of the Pfizer mRNA COVID-19 vaccine in 2021, and finally during his breakthrough Omicron infection and recovery in 2022. This subject’s first draw was collected at 9 DPSO from his primary SARS2 infection in early 2020. MENSA is positive for anti-RBD and anti-N IgG during the acute infection (Fig. 3A,C). The serum antibody titers are also weakly positive for anti-RBD and anti-N (Fig. 3B,D), as expected in most primary M/M infections. By 80 DPSO, the serum levels have increased further and remained elevated for several months while the MENSA levels rapidly decrease back to baseline. Upon three vaccine doses, the MENSA anti-RBD antibody levels rise and fall as expected whereas the serum antibodies to RBD remain positive from their previous infection and demonstrate a modest increase. Again, MENSA to the N protein is negative since it is not a component of the mRNA vaccine (Fig. 3C). However, serum anti-N levels remain weakly positive for several months to years after initial infection and before declining (Fig. 3D). In 2022, two years after the primary SARS2 infection and 8 months since his last vaccine booster vaccine, this subject had a PCR-confirmed Omicron breakthrough infection. Once again, the MENSA for anti-RBD and anti-N increases together. As expected, serum anti-N titers rise rapidly while the serum anti-RBD antibody levels, which were already high, remain elevated (Fig. 3). Unlike serum, the kinetics of MENSA demonstrate a rapid rise after each SARS2 exposure, whether it is due to vaccination or infection, but then decline to baseline negative
values. MENSA is also highly discriminatory for spike (RBD) only after vaccination but shows a combination of spike (RBD) and N antibody levels during acute infections. We present additional kinetics spanning several years from a 24-year-old Caucasian female through three doses of the Moderna mRNA COVID-19 vaccine and an Omicron breakthrough infection (Supplementary figure 3) and from a 35-year-old Asian male through four doses of the Moderna mRNA COVID-19 vaccine and an Omicron breakthrough infection (Supplementary figure 4). In all, during SARS2 exposures from infection or vaccination, the MENSA antibody levels rise and then fall while serum titers rise after the primary exposure and stay elevated.

**MENSA and serum in PASC vs COVID Recovered (CR).** In addition to the 25 COVID recovered patients with no subsequent sequelae, we enrolled 61 PASC patients from the Emory Long-COVID clinic from 2021 to 2024 with self-reported symptom questionnaires at enrollment (Fig. 4). We reconciled symptoms collected at enrollment and with a physician chart review and follow-up. The most common self-reported symptom in this PASC cohort was enduring fatigue in 97% of patients, followed by persistent shortness of breath (SOB) in 75% with some who received new diagnoses of asthma or lung disease following their initial infection. Other common symptoms included brain fog (67%), dizziness (52%), post-exertional malaise (47%), headache (42%), chest and muscle pain (38% respectively), chronic cough (37%), depression/anxiety (37%), palpitations (32%), sleep disturbance (32%) joint pain/arthritis (32%), and persistent loss of taste or smell (30%) (Fig. 4). In addition to follow-up in the Long-COVID clinic, 35% were referred for advanced neurology/neurocognitive evaluation and 58% for cardiac issues with new diagnoses of tachycardia and/or postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome (POTS) (31%), arrhythmia/atrial fibrillation (19%), heart failure (11%), ongoing chest pain (11%), venous reflux/vein compression by doppler ultrasound (11%), dysautonomia (8%) and pericarditis/myocarditis (8%). Attempting to reconcile the 12 PASC symptom scores to better predict this long-COVID as recently reported in November 2023, we calculated the average PASC score of 11.8 at enrollment for the 60 patients. Total scores equal to or greater than 12 correlated with PASC patients at 6 months, while scores less than 12 were more likely to be PASC indeterminate.

For the initial PASC experiment, we tested for only SARS2 antigens in MENSA and serum samples prepared from the subset of 19 CR subjects mentioned above and 39 PASC patients recruited during the first year of the Long-COVID clinic at Emory University December 2020-May 2021. For the CR group, fifteen of the samples were taken directly from the Figure 1 convalescent data while four of the patients donated additional follow-up samples. All patients were enrolled from day 60-279 DPSO after their initial acute infection and prior to any COVID-19 vaccination. Of the 39 PASC patients, 56% had initial M/M acute infections and 44% had initial S/C acute infections. Of the 19 CR patients, 95% had M/M acute infections and 5% had S/C acute infections. In the 39 PASC patients, 33% still had positive MENSA for spike RBD after 60 DPSO compared to none in the CR group (Fig. 5A). Only 10% of PASC patients and none of the CR patients had a positive MENSA for N (Fig. 5C). In serum, nearly all PASC (97%) and CR (95%) patients had positive antibodies for RBD and N (Fig. 5B,D). One patient from each group was negative for both antigens in their serum and MENSA.

**Human viral scan in MENSA of PASC and CR.** For discovery of other human virus reactivation in the MENSA samples, we compared MENSA collected from 10 PASC patients in 2021 and three CR patients using the human PhIP-seq single-end DNA sequences that were aligned to a library of reference DNA sequences of 149,259 peptides tiling protein-coding sequences from all viruses with human hosts. Since it was early in the pandemic, the PhIP-seq was not optimized for SARS2. After quality control, we identified 227 peptides which were positive in MENSA in greater than three PASC patients and identified three additional major viruses, EBV,
CMV, and HSV2 (Fig. 6). Thus, a new PASC MENSA assay was developed using viral antigens from SARS2, EBV, CMV, and HSV2 (see methods).

MENSA for SARS2, EBV, CMV, and HSV2 in PASC and CR. In a cohort of 60 PASC patients (39 patients in 2021 and 21 patients from 2022-2024), 21 CR patients (2020-2022), and 16 healthy adult controls (2020), we tested MENSA and serum for a combined SARS2, EBV, CMV, and HSV2 IgG immunoassay. We had 23 samples from 21 CR patients since two individuals suffered repeat SARS2 infections in 2020 and 2022. As expected, all healthy controls drawn prior to SARS2 exposure were negative for SARS2 IgG in both MENSA and serum (Fig. 7).

Only 2/16 (13%) were positive in the MENSA for any of the viruses tested (EBV) in the healthy control group, whereas 14/16 (88%) were positive for EBV, CMV, and/or HSV2 in the serum. In the PASC vs CR groups, we show positive MENSA for SARS2 in 24/60 (40%) of PASC patients and none in the CR (Fig. 7A). Nearly all PASC and CR patients are positive for the antibodies to SARS2 in the serum (98% and 96%, respectively) (Fig. 7B). Interestingly, the lack of correlation between MENSA and serum suggests they function as independent variables, although frequencies of plasmablasts may be linked with rise in serum titers.

When examining the latent herpes viruses, MENSA reactivity was greater overall in the PASC group than in the CR group (Fig. 7A). For EBV, more PASC patients had positive MENSA samples 22/60 (37%) compared to CR subjects 4/23 (17%). A MENSA test was scored positive if any one of the 3 antigens (EBNA1, VCA, and gB350) was positive. Nearly all individuals in the general population have been exposed to EBV and our results were consistent with this finding. Here, EBV serologies are positive for 59/60 (98%) in the PASC group and all 23 CR samples. MENSAs for CMV are positive in 14/60 (23%) of the PASC patients compared to 1/23 (4%) in the CR group. Again, a test was scored positive if one of the two CMV antigens (gB or pentamer) was positive. Similar frequencies of positive CMV serology are notable in the PASC patients 43/60 (72%) versus CR individuals 18/23 (78%). For HSV2, MENSA samples are positive in 9/60 (15%) of the PASC patients, and 1/23 (4%) in the CR samples. The serum was positive in 49/60 (82%) and 12/23 (52%) of the PASC and CR samples, respectively. Overall, MENSA assays are positive in 47% (28/60) of the PASC patients for EBV, CMV, and/or HSV2 whereas only 17% (4/23) are positive in the CR cohort. In all, we identify a positive MENSA in 36/60 (60%) PASC for any of the 4 viruses (SARS2, EBV, CMV, or HSV2) compared to 4/23 (17%) for the CR group. In conclusion, a positive MENSA for SARS2 in PASC patients demonstrates ongoing new immune responses consistent with a reservoir for the persistence of SARS2 virus. Moreover, a positive MENSA for any of the 3 herpes viruses also demonstrates reactivation of latent EBV, CMV, and HSV2 identifying underlying viral triggers in this condition.

DISCUSSION

Understanding the main viral drivers of the inflammatory and metabolic changes in patients with long-COVID has been challenging. Multiomic studies provide a wealth of information but have not identified the underlying triggers of this chronic condition. Although suggestions of viral persistence have been raised, it has been difficult to demonstrate ongoing reservoirs or reactivation of the latent virus by PCR due to the limited sensitivity of the current tests. Thus, detecting the pathogen has been challenging in patients with normal or even heightened immune responses. In this paper, we offer MENSA as a novel approach to identify the main viral drivers of long-COVID. MENSA ascertains unique immune signatures by capturing the antibodies from the circulating plasmablasts. These antibodies in the MENSA provide an immune snapshot that reveals the underlying drivers of the current illness. As proof of concept, we show that with known exposure to SARS2 by infection or vaccination, MENSA from the blood is positive. Applying these same principles, in a cohort of 60 PASC patients of whom we
did not know the underlying cause, we show that 60% have a positive MENSA response against SARS2, EBV, CMV, and/or HSV2, thereby demonstrating ongoing reservoirs of SARS2 and/or reactivation of latent herpes viruses.

With first time infections, naive B cells are activated and undergo massive expansions through extrafollicular and germinal center reactions in the lymph nodes to form memory B cells and newly-minted ASC that produce antibodies. Interestingly, the majority of these ASC die, but a few successfully migrate to the bone marrow or tissue sites where they can undergo further maturation to become long-lived plasma cells (LLPC). Nearly all ASC circulating in blood are newly generated and display markers of recent proliferation such as Ki67, unlike LLPC which stop proliferating. Memory B cells persist over a lifetime and differentiate into plasmablasts when re-encountering the same antigens. During breakthrough or repeat infections, newly-minted ASC mostly originate from memory B cells and circulate transiently in the blood. Since MENSA measures antibodies only from these newly-minted ASC and not from old LLPC, MENSA antibodies provide a unique antibody signature to reveal the cause of the present-day illness. We show that, during convalescence, the MENSA responses become negative because memory B cells are no longer differentiating into ASC and released into the blood. Thus, MENSA offers an immune snapshot to uncover the sources of the patient’s ailment.

Despite the high sensitivity of PCR testing in the nasopharyngeal swabs (NPS), blood PCR tests have limited utility for SARS2 and latent herpes viruses, such as EBV, CMV, and HSV2 due to strong T cell responses that mediate rapid viral clearance. SARS2 antigen assays have been shown to identify the spike protein, but quantities are extremely low and require ultrasensitive assays which carry a high risk of false positives. Autopsies up to 230 days after acute SARS2 infection detected SARS2 RNA in multiple tissues such as the gut, central nervous system (CNS), muscle, myocardium, and the respiratory tract demonstrating viral reservoirs. Thus, measuring the MENSA has advantages over pathogen detection by PCR amplification or protein since MENSA is in the blood, agnostic to viral reservoir locations, and would not require invasive tissue sampling. Since MENSA culminates from the total newly-minted ASC traveling in the blood during acute illness, knowledge of the viral reservoir location is not necessary since the MENSA reveals infections in deep-seated sites similar to a liquid biopsy.

Breakthrough or repeat infections can be diagnosed with serum assays, but they typically require serial blood samples during acute infection and convalescence for comparison. Another advantage of the MENSA over serum is that only a single blood sample during illness is needed. The decline of MENSA to negative levels after infection or vaccination demonstrates its clinical utility in measuring secondary or breakthrough infections.

Specificity of MENSA antibodies are also exact in that they can distinguish infection from vaccination based on spike and the nucleocapsid proteins in some patients. This specificity and sensitivity along with the kinetics make MENSA an ideal diagnostic platform to reveal viral triggers that were previously difficult to measure with just serum or PCR tests. The MENSA diagnostic would be the first of its kind to understand the main viral drivers of this chronic disease.

MENSA antibodies are expected to peak within days after exposure, and then quickly decline back to baseline within a month after the infection has resolved. Interestingly, CR MENSA does not revert to pre-pandemic baseline levels and these mechanisms are not clear. Perhaps non-specific plasma antibody binding to monocytes in the MENSA cultures may be the reason and will require more studies. Another possibility is low-level bystander responses which have been suggested to explain the difference between pre- and post-pandemic samples. Interestingly,
even when using the post-pandemic MENSA samples as controls, 60% of the PASC patients have higher SARS2, EBV, CMV, and HSV2 responses in the MENSA.

Autoantigen triggers have also been implicated in PASC patients, and so we tested MENSA from a limited number of PASC patients for autoantigens using the PhIP-seq human peptidome library which consists of 605,656 peptides tiling protein-coding sequences, splice variants, non-coding open reading frames, and endogenous retroviral sequences in the human genome. No differences were observed between the PASC and CR MENSA against the human peptidome (our unpublished results). However, a larger number of patients using the 3-D conformational epitopes of the human proteome may be needed to definitively rule out MENSA responses to autoantigens. Since the original PhIP-seq assays used linear viral peptides, we may also consider a panel of 3-D conformational epitopes to identify important unique immune signatures for viruses that infect humans to ensure comprehensive testing for other viruses.

There are several limitations of this study. One is that we do not have longitudinal samples from the PASC patients and thus, it is unclear how consistent the MENSA responses are in the patients with chronic illness over time. Second, large clinical trials are needed to evaluate responses to anti-viral therapies in MENSA positive patients identified with SARS2 persistence and reactivation of EBV, CMV, or HSV2 infections. Finally, the utility of MENSA may be challenging in immunocompromised patients since the MENSA requires B cell activation to form new ASC.

The real-time immune snapshots provided by MENSA may be leveraged to inform therapeutic strategies and successful treatment of chronically ill PASC patients. Whether MENSA can also be useful to identify persistence of viral reservoirs in other chronic illnesses such as multiple sclerosis, HIV, myalgic encephalomyelitis/chronic fatigue syndrome (ME/CFS) and other infections with post-sequelae are yet to be determined. For example, EBV was recently implicated in multiple sclerosis. Interestingly, infection with SARS2 is associated with increased susceptibility and severity of neurodegenerative disorders, such as Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, and dementia but interpreting these correlations has been difficult. If MENSA can lead to early diagnosis of these chronic neurodegenerative disorders or help identify the cause of these disease flares, perhaps treatments may prove more effective in preventing progression and severity of these pathological conditions.

PASC can include symptoms, such as dyspnea, fatigue, and depression, and serious clinical indications, such as cardiovascular disease or diabetes. Recent studies also suggest increased risk for autoimmune inflammatory rheumatic diseases in PASC and CR patients. Future clinical trials are necessary to perform proof-of-concept studies where MENSA data could be used to inform treatment modalities for mitigating symptoms associated with SARS2 viral persistence, reactivation of viruses, reactivation of viruses in other chronic illnesses, or early activation of other chronic illnesses.

In summary, MENSA is a novel immune diagnostic which captures unique signatures of the early-minted ASC in the blood to reveal the cause of illness. In chronic conditions such as PASC where serum antibody titers are high, MENSA is an independent matrix that identifies persistence of SARS2 viruses or antigens and can also recognize the reactivation of latent herpes viruses, such as EBV, CMV, and HSV2 in 60% of patients. This host immune snapshot reveals the fundamental drivers of viral persistence and reactivation in this chronic disease.
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METHODS online

Subject Enrollment and Sample Collection

**Patient enrollment:** We enrolled 241 adults between 2020 and 2024 at Emory University in Atlanta, GA and collected blood to generate the MENSA matrix and serum samples (Table 1). In 2020, we enrolled 110 adults with PCR-positive NPS during their primary SAR2 infection. Fifty-four adults were outpatients with mild/moderate (M/M) disease as defined by the NIH criteria\(^\text{28}\), and 56 adults had severe/critical (S/C) illness in the Intensive Care Units. We also enrolled 60 healthy adults with no known exposure to SARS2 early during the pandemic with blood samples collected between March and June 2020 during the initial lockdown as the healthy adult controls without prior SARS2 exposure. Eleven vaccinated subjects who had no prior SARS2 infection were enrolled before and during their primary two-dose mRNA vaccine series (Pfizer n=5, Moderna n=6) and drawn again before and after their third booster dose. We also enrolled 3 adults experiencing Omicron breakthrough infections between December 2021 and June 2022.

Finally, we enrolled 61 long-COVID or PASC patients from the Emory Long-COVID Clinic which was started in January 2021 until February 2024 (Fig. 4). Initially, 40 patients were enrolled in 2021 (Figs. 5, 6, 7) and an additional 21 patients were enrolled in 2022-2024 (Fig. 7). All patients filled patient-reported symptom questionnaires. Samples from nine of the initial 39 PASC patients from Fig. 5 and one additional PASC patient recruited in 2021 were sent to Immune ID for PhIP-seq analysis along with samples from three COVID Recovered patients (1/3 CR from initial convalescent cohort in Fig 1; 2/3 new CR patients). All blood samples were collected under the Emory University Institutional Review Board–approved protocols.

**MENSA Preparation:** Medium enriched for newly synthesized antibodies (MENSA) was generated by isolating, washing, and culturing antibody-secreting cells (ASC)-containing peripheral blood mono-nuclear cells (PBMC) from blood using a modified procedure previously described\(^\text{23}\). Peripheral blood samples were collected in sodium heparin tubes and PBMC were isolated by centrifugation (1,000 x g; 10 min) using Lymphocyte Separation Media (Corning) and Leucosep tubes (Greiner Bio-One). Five washes with RPMI-1640 (Corning) were performed to remove serum immunoglobulins (800 x g; 5 min) with erythrocyte lysis (3 mL; 3 min), and harvested PBMCs were cultured at 10\(^6\) cells/mL in R10 Medium (RPMI-1640, 10% Sigma FBS, 1% Gibco Antibiotic/Anti-mycotic) for 24 h at 37\(^\circ\) C and 5% CO\(_2\). After incubation, the cell suspension was centrifuged (800 x g; 5 min), and the supernatant (MENSA) was separated from the PBMC pellet, aliquoted, and stored at -80\(^\circ\)C for testing.

**Serum Preparation:** Whole blood was collected and incubated at room temperature for at least 30 minutes. The clot was discarded, and the remaining serum supernatant was centrifuged (800xg; 10 min), aliquoted and stored at -80 \(^\circ\)C for testing.

**Antigen Selection and Multiplex Immunoassays:** Antigens of interest were selected from literature, coupled to Luminex MagPlex Microspheres of spectrally distinct regions via carbodiimide coupling, and tested for antigen specific IgG reactivity against patient samples as previously described\(^\text{29}\).

**SARS2 antigens:** SARS-CoV-2 Spike S1 Receptor Binding Domain (RBD; catalog no. Z03483; expressed in HEK293 cells) and Nucleocapsid protein (N; catalog no. Z03480; expressed in Escherichia coli), were purchased from GenScript. S1 (catalog no. S1N-C52H3; HEK293), S2 (catalog no. S2N-C52H5; HEK293) and S1 N-terminal domain (NTD; catalog no. S1D-C52H6; HEK293) were purchased from ACROBiosystems. The C-terminus sequence of ORF3a (Accession: QHD43417.1, amino acids 134-275 plus N-terminal His6-Tag) was sent to Genscript for custom protein expression in E. coli. Each protein was expressed with an N-
terminal His6-Tag to facilitate purification, at least 90% pure, and appeared as a predominant single band on SDS-PAGE analysis.

**EBV, CMV, and HSV2 antigens:** EBV, CMV, and HSV2 antigens were carefully selected for antigenicity based on previous reports\(^{49-54}\). The following proteins were used: EBV EBNA1 protein from Abcam (produced in E. coli, N-Terminus His Tag, CAT#ab138345); EBV VCA p18 from RayBiotech (produced in E. coli, CAT#227-20127); EBV gp350 protein from AcroBiosystems (produced in HEK293 cells, His Tag, MALS verified, CAT#GP0-E52H6); CMV glycoprotein B from AcroBiosystems (strain AD169, expressed from HEK293 cells, His Tag, MALS verified, CAT#CMB-V52H4); CMV gH pentamer complex, consisting of gH, gL, UL128, UL130 and UL131A proteins, produced in mammalian HEK293 cells from The Native Antigen Company (CAT#CMV-PENT); HSV2 envelope glycoprotein D from AcroBiosystems (gD, expressed HEK293 cells, His Tag, MALS verified, CAT#GLD-V52H4).

**Serum and MENSA assays for SARS2 and other viruses:** Serum samples were tested at 1:500 dilution in assay buffer (1XPBS, 1% BSA) while MENSA samples were tested neat with no dilution. Results were analyzed on a Luminex FLEXMAP 3D instrument. Median fluorescent intensity (MFI) using phycoerythrin-conjugated detection antibodies (Goat Anti-Human IgG-PE, Southern Biotech cat. #2040-09) was measured for each sample using the Luminex xPONENT software on Enhanced PMT setting. The background value of assay buffer or R10 media was subtracted from the serum or MENSA results, respectively, to obtain MFI minus background (Net MFI). All samples were tested in duplicate and the average of the two results were used for analysis. In the initial SARS2 assay, all SARS2 protein bound microparticles were run together as a six-bead SARS2 solution. Serum C\(_0\) values of positivity were calculated as the average plus five standard deviations of the Healthy Control population (N=60) for each antigen (RBD: 1724; N: 682). MENSA C\(_0\) positivity values were calculated as the average plus three standard deviations of the Contemporary Controls (COVID Recovered N=19 (CR) group described above) for each antigen (RBD: 570; N: 441).

Later, the assay was modified to contain only RBD, N, S1, and S2 from SARS2 (NTD and ORF3a dropped) and also included the addition of all EBV, CMV, and HSV2 antigens, for a combined multi viral 10-antigen bead assay. All new C\(_0\)s were calculated based on the new assay data in Figure 7. MENSA C\(_0\)s were calculated as the average plus three standard deviations of 22/23 CR samples (RBD: 404; N: 266; EBNA1: 475; VCA: 426; gp350: 523; gB: 298; Pentamer: 455; gD: 308). One sample was excluded from the MENSA C\(_0\) calculation due to multiple antigen reactivity measuring greater than 10 times the median value of the entire group. SARS2 Serum C\(_0\) was calculated as the average plus three standard deviations of the 16 Healthy Donor samples collected prior to SARS2 exposure. Since the majority of the population is expected to be positive for EBV, CMV, and/or HSV2 antibodies in their serum, we obtained de-identified clinically confirmed negative sera from the Emory clinical laboratory. For each virus, three confirmed negative serum samples were used. The average Net MFI plus three standard deviations was calculated for each antigen and used as the C\(_0\) threshold for positivity (RBD: 410; N: 564; EBNA1: 3,578; VCA: 593; gp350: 228; gB: 778; Pentamer: 769; gD: 858).

**Phage immunoprecipitation sequencing and analysis.** We constructed a custom T7 bacteriophage library consisting of 149,259 peptides tiling all protein-coding sequences from viruses with human hosts\(^{31,32}\). Viral sequences were downloaded from Uniprot, collapsed on 90% identity, and bioinformatically parsed into 90 amino-acid peptide tiles with 45 amino-acid overlaps between adjacent tiles. Healthy and Covid patients’ plasma or serum and matched MENSA reactivities were profiled using phage immunoprecipitation and sequencing (PhIP-seq). MENSA samples were profiled in duplicate and plasma/serum samples in triplicate. PhIP-seq was performed as previously described with some modifications\(^{32}\). T7 bacteriophage libraries
were aliquoted into 96-well plates and incubated with 20μl each of protein A and G Dynabeads on a rotator for 4 h at room temperature. Next, plates were placed on a magnet and supernatants were transferred to a fresh 96-well plate, to which we added patient plasma containing 2μg of total IgG, and continued with the immunoprecipitation and washing steps, as previously described. Following the washes, protein A and protein G Dynabeads were resuspended in PCR master mix, amplified with 16 rounds of PCR, SPRI cleaned to remove primers, and indexed for sequencing with 8 rounds of PCR with primers containing Illumina p5 and p7 barcodes. NGS libraries were quantified on a Tapestation4200 and normalized for sequencing on Illumina Nextseq 2000 or Novaseq 6000 instruments. Each sequencing library received a minimum of 3M reads.

PhIP-seq single-end DNA sequences were aligned to a library of reference DNA sequences (149,259 75bp for viral) with the bowtie2 aligner (v2.0) using end-to-end matching. Read counts were summarized using samtools (v1.14) and collated into a counts matrix. The raw counts were converted to counts per million (CPM) using the `cpm` function from the R package edgeR (v3.36.0). CPM values for healthy controls were summarized by computing the peptide-wise mean and standard deviation across all healthy control samples. CPM values for each patient sample were collapsed by computing the peptide-wise minimum across technical replicates. Peptide-wise z-scores were then computed as:

$$Z_{i,j} = \frac{(C_{i,j} - \mu_j)}{\sigma_j}$$

where $Z_{i,j}$ is the z-score for patient $i$, peptide $j$; $C_{i,j}$ is the minimum CPM for patient $i$, peptide $j$; $\mu_j$ is the mean of peptide $j$ in the healthy control samples, and $\sigma_j$ is the standard deviation of peptide $j$ in the healthy control samples. For each patient, hits were identified as those peptides with $C_{i,j} \geq 10$ AND $Z_{i,j} \geq 10$.

**Data Analysis:**
All graphs were designed using GraphPad Prism, Excel, R studio, BioRender, and/or Adobe Photoshop. Comparisons among and between groups in figures 1,2,5 and supplemental figures 1 and 2 were calculated by Kruskal-Wallis tests, Mann-Whitney tests, and/or receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curves using GraphPad Prism. To avoid overrepresentation of negative values on log scales, all values less than 10 Net MFI were replaced with 10 for figures 1-3 and 5. All calculations and statistics were performed using real values.
Table 1. Demographics of Controls, COVID-19 patients, and Vaccinated Subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Healthy Adults</th>
<th>SARS2 Infection</th>
<th>Vaccinated</th>
<th>Post-SARS Infection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N = 60</td>
<td>N = 54</td>
<td>N = 56</td>
<td>N = 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, years (Mean ± SD)</td>
<td>(30 ± 9)</td>
<td>(40 ± 14)</td>
<td>(56 ± 14)</td>
<td>(40 ± 16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex, N (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(49 ± 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>31 (52)</td>
<td>18 (33)</td>
<td>30 (54)</td>
<td>2 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>29 (48)</td>
<td>36 (67)</td>
<td>26 (46)</td>
<td>9 (82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race, N (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(41 ± 15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>41 (68)</td>
<td>30 (56)</td>
<td>17 (30)</td>
<td>3 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>4 (7)</td>
<td>17 (31)</td>
<td>35 (63)</td>
<td>3 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>10 (17)</td>
<td>4 (7)</td>
<td>4 (7)</td>
<td>5 (45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>5 (8)</td>
<td>3 (6)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard deviations are reported for age.
Figure 1. Primary wild type COVID-19 infection responses in MENSA and serum. Dot plots show IgG antibody reactivity against S1-RBD in the MENSA (A) and serum (B) of patients experiencing Wild Type SAR-CoV-2 infections in 2020. Similar results are also shown for anti-Nucleocapsid IgG in the MENSA (C) and serum (D). Samples from patients with acute Mild/Moderate (59 samples from 54 patients; blue dots) and Severe/Critical (60 samples from 56 patients; red dots) infections were collected less than 30 DPSO (acute) and/or after 60 DPSO (convalescence). Early pandemic healthy controls, with no prior exposure to SARS2 (n=60), are shown as black dots on the left of each panel. All units are represented as Median Fluorescent Intensity minus background (Net MFI). Dashed lines indicate the C0 threshold of positivity for each sample type and antigen. Serum C0s were calculated as the average Net MFI plus five standard deviations of the 60 healthy controls (RBD: 1724; N: 682). For MENSA C0s, a subset of the convalescent patients was identified as a confirmed COVID Recovered (CR) population (no sequelae; N=19) and was used as a contemporary control group to calculate the average Net MFI plus 3 standard deviations (RBD: 570; N: 441). Pair-wise comparisons were performed using the Kruskal-Wallis test in GraphPad Prism (unpaired, nonparametric test; ns p > 0.05, * p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01, *** p ≤ 0.001, **** p ≤ 0.0001).
Figure 2. Primary vaccination responses in MENSA and serum. Dot plots show IgG antibody reactivity against S1-RBD in the MENSA (A) and serum (B) of subjects receiving their primary COVID-19 mRNA vaccination, with no prior infection. Similar results are also shown for anti-nucleocapsid IgG in the MENSA (C) and serum (D). Samples were collected from 11 healthy adults prior to vaccination (Baseline; n=7), after Dose 1 Peak (9-20 DPV; n=8), Dose 2 Peak (6-12 DPV; n=8), Dose 3 Baseline (>80 DPV dose 2 through 0 DPV dose 3; n=6), and Dose 3 Peak (4-12 DPV dose 3; n=7). All values are reported as average Net MFI (Median Fluorescent Intensity – Background). Dashed lines indicate the C0 threshold of positivity for each sample type and antigen as determined in Figure 1. Pair-wise comparisons were performed using the Kruskal-Wallis test in GraphPad Prism (unpaired, nonparametric test; ns p > 0.05, * p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01, *** p ≤ 0.001, **** p ≤ 0.0001).
Figure 3. Kinetics of MENSA and serum after SARS2 infection and multiple vaccine doses. Line graphs show MENSA (dark blue) and serum (light blue) IgG antibody responses to S1-RBD (A,B) and Nucleocapsid (C,D) over time for a single patient starting with an initial primary SARS2 infection in 2020, through three doses of Pfizer COVID-19 mRNA vaccination in 2021, and a breakthrough Omicron infection in 2022. All values are reported as average Net MFI (Median Fluorescent Intensity – Background). Red vertical dashed lines represent a new exposure event. The primary and breakthrough infection events are symbolized as virions. Each vaccination dose event is symbolized as a syringe. Horizontal dashed black lines represent the C₀ threshold of positivity for each sample and antigen combination as determined from Figure 1.
Figure 4. Percentage of PASC patients with symptoms. Sixty PASC patients recruited in the Emory Long-COVID clinic with self-reported symptom questionnaires at enrollment. Percentages of each symptom is shown to the right of each bar. The twelve-symptom PASC scores based on Thaweethai et al JAMA 2023 are shown in black with point scores in parentheses after each symptom.
Figure 5. Prolonged, elevated MENSA IgG responses for SARS2 in a subset of PASC patients. Dot plots show MENSA and serum IgG antibody responses to S1-RBD (A,B) and Nucleocapsid (C,D) in samples collected between 60-279 DPSO since initial COVID-19 Wild Type infection from patients who completely recovered from their acute illness (CR; n=19) and patients who suffer PASC (n=39). Blue dots represent a Mild/Moderate acute disease severity. Red dots represent a Severe/Critical acute disease severity. All values are reported as average Net MFI (Median Fluorescent Intensity – Background). Dashed lines indicate the C0 threshold of positivity for each sample type and antigen combination as determined from Figure 1. Pair-wise comparisons were performed using the Mann-Whitney test in GraphPad Prism (unpaired, nonparametric test; ns p > 0.05, * p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01, *** p ≤ 0.001, **** p ≤ 0.0001).
Figure 6. Phage immunoprecipitation sequencing (PhIP-Seq) analysis of MENSA of PASC and CR patients for discovery. PhIP-seq analysis determines the level of binding of antibodies to 149,259 peptides tiling all protein-coding sequences from viruses with human hosts in MENSA samples from three CR (left column) and 10 PASC patients (middle column). Data are presented as z-scores of the anti-viral antibodies detected. Each row represents a linear peptide of viruses that were differentially bound in PASC and CR groups. Color code identifies virus species (right column).
Figure 7. MENSA and serum in PASC, CR, and healthy adults for SARS2, EBV, CMV, and HSV2. MENSA (A) and serum (B) samples were collected from healthy donors prior to SARS2 exposure (top), COVID recovered (middle), and PASC (bottom) patients, tested for IgG reactivity against SARS2, EBV, CMV, and HSV2 antigens, and presented in a heat map. Green cells represent Net MFI values ≥ the C₀ thresholds calculated for each sample type and antigen combination, while white or grey cells represent values below the C₀. In MENSA, a C₀ was calculated as the average Net MFI of 22/23 CR samples plus three standard deviations for each antigen. Each SARS2 Serum C₀ was calculated as the average plus three standard deviations of the 16 Healthy Donor samples collected prior to SARS2 exposure. For each of the remaining viruses, three clinically confirmed negative serum samples were obtained as virus specific negative controls and the average Net MFI plus three standard deviations were used to calculate C₀ for each antigen.
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